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Abstract In this paper we use the full armament of the MMS (Magnetospheric Multiscale) spacecraft to
study magnetic reconnection in the turbulent magnetosheath downstream of a quasi-parallel bow shock.
Contrarily to the magnetopause and magnetotail cases, only a few observations of reconnection in the
magnetosheath have been reported. The case study in this paper presents, for the ﬁrst time, both ﬂuid-scale
and kinetic-scale signatures of an ongoing reconnection in the turbulent magnetosheath. The spacecraft
are crossing the reconnection inﬂow and outﬂow regions and the ion diﬀusion region (IDR). Inside the
reconnection outﬂows D shape ion distributions are observed. Inside the IDR mixing of ion populations,
crescent-like velocity distributions and ion accelerations are observed. One of the spacecraft skims the
outer region of the electron diﬀusion region, where parallel electric ﬁelds, energy dissipation/conversion,
electron pressure tensor agyrotropy, electron temperature anisotropy, and electron accelerations are
observed. Some of the diﬃculties of the observations of magnetic reconnection in turbulent plasma
are also outlined.
1. Introduction
Magnetic reconnection is almost routinely observed at large-scale boundaries such as the Earth’s magne-
topause (e.g., Burch et al., 2016; Paschmann et al., 1979; Phan et al., 2004; Russell & Elphic, 1979) and the
magnetotail current sheet (e.g., Nagai et al., 2015; Nakamura et al., 2006; Øieroset et al., 2001; Runov et al.,
2003). Yet the details of reconnection physics, speciﬁcally over kinetic scales, are largely unknown. The
large-scale reorganizations of the magnetic ﬁeld leading to the initiation or suppression of reconnection in
diﬀerent plasma environment is also an unclear issue and needs to be further studied. Perhaps our limited
knowledge explainswhy the occurrence ofmagnetic reconnection in the solar windwas discovered relatively
later (Gosling, 2012; Gosling et al., 2005). It was speculated that reconnecting current sheets might occur at
compressed leading edges of interplanetary coronal mass ejections (McComas et al., 1994), which can lead
to a signiﬁcant erosion of magnetic ﬂux in the clouds (Lavraud et al., 2014). Recently, it was also found that
the erosion via reconnection can occur at both leading and trailing edges of magnetic clouds (Ruﬀenach
et al., 2015). Another generationmechanismof reconnecting thin current sheetsmight be turbulence and the
associated nonlinear processes in the solar wind (Matthaeus & Lamkin, 1986).
In this paper we studymagnetic reconnection in the terrestrial magnetosheath. Reconnecting current sheets
can be locally generated or convected to the magnetosheath from the solar wind. Both the solar wind
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and themagnetosheath are plasma environmentswhere the plasma 𝛽 can vary a lot, reaching values 𝛽 ≥ 1. In
general, reconnection can be suppressed if the diﬀerence of plasma 𝛽 across the current sheet is large and the
magnetic shear angleΘSH is small (Phan et al., 2010). The shear angle is deﬁned as an angle betweenmagnetic
ﬁeld vectors Bi and Bj , where the (i and j) pairs are taken at the opposite sides of the current sheet. ΘSH has
formally the same deﬁnition as the magnetic rotation angle 𝜃ij (equation (1) below), where the (i and j) pairs
are taken between two spacecraft or between two arbitrary time instants. In plasmas with large ﬂuctuations
of plasma 𝛽 across the current sheet andΘSH < 100∘ the occurrence frequency ofmagnetic reconnection can
be signiﬁcantly reduced (Phan et al., 2010).
To our knowledge, there were only three detailed magnetosheath reconnection event studies published so
far (Phan, Paschmann, et al., 2007; Retinò et al., 2007; Yordanova et al., 2016). This might indicate that recon-
nection is suppressed in the magnetosheath or the possible events were overlooked, as it happened also
in the solar wind before (Gosling, 2012). In any case, based on Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) observa-
tions, here we provide an event study, which can elucidate some important aspects of the observation of
ﬂuid- and kinetic-scale signatures of ongoingmagnetic reconnection in the terrestrialmagnetosheath. Before
introducing the existing results on magnetic reconnection from previous studies, we shortly describe the
turbulent plasma environment downstream of a quasi-parallel (QPar) shock, where we searched for possible
reconnection events.
Plasma turbulence is strongerdownstreamof aQPar shock,when the shocknormal (N) and thedirectionof the
interplanetarymagnetic ﬁeld (B) are nearly aligned (0∘ ≤ 𝜃BN ≤ 45∘). It is well known that a QPar shock reﬂects
ions upstreamwhich strongly interact with the impinging solar wind forming the foreshock region. From sin-
gle spacecraft missions and mainly from Cluster mission it became clear that these interactions at the shock
and the back-convected foreshock ﬂuctuations result in diﬀerent instabilities generating large-amplitude
nonlinear structures, such as shocklets, cavitons, or large-amplitudemagnetic structures (Burgess et al., 2005;
Scholer et al., 2005). In this respect, solar wind transients and discontinuities hitting the bow shock are impor-
tant drivers of complex interactions in this region as well (Savin et al., 2012; Sibeck et al., 2000). As a result, the
QPar shock surface is strongly rippled and the local curvature variations can generate fast jets penetrating to
the magnetosheath (Hietala et al., 2009). Indeed, a statistical study based on 4 years of THEMIS (Time History
of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms) mission observations of the magnetosheath close
to the shock have shown that the vastmajority of high dynamic pressure fast jets are associatedwith the local
ripples of a QPar shock (Hietala & Plaschke, 2013). The same THEMIS data were used to show that the poten-
tially geoeﬀective jets of cross-sectional diameter larger than 2 RE , depending on the cone angle 𝜃BN, impact
themagnetopause3–9 timesperhour. It is estimated that these large jets carry a signiﬁcant amountof energy,
mass, andmomentum to themagnetopause, where they can locally trigger surface waves, reconnection, and
other geoeﬀective processes (Plaschke et al., 2016).
The rippled-structuredQPar shock and the fast jets are also suggestedby recent global hybrid and fully kinetic
simulations of the terrestrial magnetosheath (Karimabadi et al., 2014). Although the simulations show more
elongated than the more ﬂattened jets observed by THEMIS in propagation direction, there is a qualitative
agreement that the penetrating jets are dynamically important in the magnetosheath. The simulations also
show that fast jets can stir the whole volume of the magnetosheath, generating vortices, turbulence, wave-
fronts, magnetic islands (ﬂux ropes), and reconnecting current sheets (Karimabadi et al., 2014). This indicates
thatmultiscale interactions and structure formation are not occurring at the shock ormagnetopause only, but
there might be a signiﬁcant dynamical evolution and turbulence generation (Huang et al., 2017; Yordanova
et al., 2008) in the wider volume of the magnetosheath as well. This opens the possibility that plasma turbu-
lencemight play a role in local generation or evolution of structures in themagnetosheath. An early analytical
study of both ideal and resistive instabilities has indicated that MHD turbulence can spontaneously develop
into ﬂat or elongated current structures (Carbone et al., 1990). High Reynolds number 2-D MHD simulations
also suggested that plasma turbulence may develop into discontinuities, which are identiﬁed as ion-scale
current density structures. For the quantitative description of the “strength” of discontinuities the normal-
ized changes in the magnetic ﬁeld vector, the magnetic ﬁeld increments are widely used, both in simulations
and data analysis (Greco et al., 2008). In 2-D MHD simulations, the strongest discontinuities are reconnecting
current sheets (Servidio et al., 2011). Recent fully kinetic 3-D simulations of collisionless plasma turbulence
also suggested the development to the current structures as well, indicating that the kinetic-scale sheet-like
structures are places of increased heating and dissipation (Wan et al., 2015). In terms of the frequency of
occurrence and strength, discontinuities in the turbulent solar wind exhibit very similar statistical features
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as current sheets in turbulence simulations (Greco et al., 2008, 2009, Osman, Wan, et al., 2011). Namely, the
strongest discontinuities form the tail of a non-Gaussian probability distribution of currents. The same statisti-
cal resemblance has been found between the distributions of strongest discontinuities in themagnetosheath
andof strongest currents in simulations (Chasapis et al., 2015; Vörös et al., 2016). There is evidence that ion and
electron heating occurs at strong current sheets in the solar wind (Osman, Matthaeus, et al., 2011) and in the
magnetosheath as well (Chasapis et al., 2015, 2017; Sundqvist et al., 2007). According to preliminary results
based on Cluster data current sheets are abundant in the QPar magnetosheath and therefore might play an
important role in plasma heating (Sundqvist et al., 2007; Vörös et al., 2016). A fraction of these currents can
be associated with reconnection. However, this conjecture has to be supported by both event studies and a
wider statistical analysis for a broad range of upstream solar wind conditions. Below we introduce the results
of existing reconnection event studies in the magnetosheath.
Retinò et al. (2007) searched for reconnection in the highly turbulent magnetosheath downstream of a QPar
bow shock. Retinò et al. (2007) identiﬁed a magnetosheath reconnection event from Cluster data by plotting
the relevant physical quantities in the LMN coordinate system. Here L corresponds to the direction of the
maximum variance of the magnetic ﬁeld, having ±BL as the antiparallel reconnecting ﬁeld. N is the current
sheet normal andM = N×L is the out-of-plane direction. The time duration of the current sheet crossingwas
very short, ∼0.5 s, which corresponded to current sheet thickness of 1𝜆i = 100 km. Reconnection was identi-
ﬁed on the basis of typical signatures, such as the tangential electric ﬁeld EM, nonzero normal magnetic ﬁeld
BN, plasma inﬂow VN and outﬂow VL, Hall magnetic ﬁeld BM, Hall electric ﬁeld EN, and electromagnetic energy
conversion term E.J> 0. Since the current sheet crossing was short, the plasma speeds were estimated from
E × B∕B2, keeping in mind that Cluster measured only the spin plane electric ﬁeld. Also, the 4 s resolution
plasmamoments from Cluster did not allow to study electron/proton demagnetization directly. In the Retinò
et al. (2007) event, the four Cluster spacecraft observed similar proﬁles of the magnetic ﬁeld indicating that
the ion-scale current sheet was planar or time stationary.
Phan, Paschmann, et al. (2007) observed another magnetosheath reconnection event by Cluster, an exhaust
crossing with a duration of 15 s (10 ion skin depths). Additionally to the reconnection signatures in Retinò
et al. (2007) paper, Phan, Paschmann, et al. (2007) identiﬁed the rotational discontinuities at the reconnection
exhausts boundaries and counter-streaming ion beams indicating magnetic connection across the outﬂow
region. However, the outﬂow speed VL was identiﬁed on the basis of four measured values only and the per-
pendicular to magnetic ﬁeld component VL⟂ representing a real outﬂow speed was not estimated. Moreover,
not all four Cluster spacecraft, separated by a distance of 2 RE , observed the reconnection signatures. This
could be explained by limited spatial extent or time evolution of reconnection (Phan, Paschmann, et al., 2007).
In this case upstream observations of the same current sheet were available. The ACE and Wind spacecraft
observed a thick current sheet in the solar wind, which presumably was carried to themagnetosheath, where
the observed reconnection was initiated due to local compressions (Phan, Paschmann, et al., 2007). In fact, a
study using MMS data has shown that fast magnetosheath shear ﬂows can locally generate ion-scale current
sheets with nonplanar 3-D structure (Eriksson, Vaivads, et al., 2016).
Theﬁrstmagnetosheath reconnectioneventusing thehigh-resolutionMMSdatawaspublishedbyYordanova
et al. (2016). This event occurred in the compressed turbulent QPar magnetosheath and was associated with
a high-density compressional region at the leading edge of a high-speed solar wind stream. MMS observed
strong short duration electron-scale currents, electron heating, fast electron jets, narrow electric ﬁeld struc-
tures, and electron pressure anisotropy. The electron inertial lengthwas∼0.7 km, while the distance between
the spacecraft was ∼10 km. The narrow structures were seen by all spacecraft over a period of less than
2 s. At the same time, the out-of-plane components of the electric ﬁeld in the generalized Ohm’s law were
enhanced. Electron and ion particle data indicated that the MMS spacecraft did not enter the electron diﬀu-
sion region but the spacecraft crossed the ion diﬀusion region near an X line, where ions were demagnetized
and organized to two distinct hot and cold populations. Although the plasma, ﬁeld, and particle signatures
were considered by Yordanova et al. (2016) as imprints of the crossing of the separatrix region of magnetic
reconnection in the QPar magnetosheath, this event does not match fully the exhaust boundary structure of
the Phan, Paschmann, et al. (2007) event.
In the above case studies it was found that magnetosheath turbulence or/and compressions were impor-
tant in triggering or generating reconnection at thin current sheets. Obviously, more event studies are
needed to conﬁrm these ﬁndings. However, previous studies have also shown that compressions can trigger
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reconnection in the sheath of interplanetary coronal mass ejections (Feng & Wang, 2013) or in the Earth’s
magnetotail (Vörös et al., 2014).
Our primary interest in this paper is to identify reconnecting current sheet signatures in the QPar magne-
tosheath. The ﬁrst diﬃculty concerns ﬁnding the location of a reconnection site in a turbulent environment.
The magnetopause or the tail current sheet as large-scale boundaries is very clearly seen in the data; there-
fore, we know where to search for a reconnection event. On the other hand, there are numerous current
sheets and plasma ﬂows (potential exhausts) in themagnetosheath, whichmight be associated with a recon-
nection in any location or time. In order to ﬁnd reconnection events which are not suppressed in the high
𝛽 environment, we prefer current sheets with large magnetic shears ΘSH. However, it is diﬃcult to calculate
the actual shear angle when the current sheet crossings are not along the normal direction. In such cases the
current sheet geometry has to be determined ﬁrst in the LMN system. In a turbulent 3-D environment the
quasi-2-D reconnection geometry and so the LMN coordinate system may not exist. Our strategy here is to
determine the LMN coordinate system, possibly by using diﬀerent methods, and then test the consistency of
reconnection observations in the same system. Consistency means that, for example, in the given LMN sys-
tem, the outﬂow/inﬂow directions and locations, the electric and magnetic ﬁeld and current directions, the
locations of the diﬀusion regions or the approximate position of the X line, and the local kinetic particle signa-
tures show features as expected during a reconnection crossing. The expected reconnection signatures will
be gradually explained below.When the reconnection geometry is known, themagnetic shear angleΘSH can
be calculated.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 explains the data and instrumentation and provides the overview
of the selected reconnection event. In section 3 the determination of the reconnection LMN coordinate sys-
tem is described. In section 4 themagnetic ﬁeld, ion, andelectron velocities are shown in the LMNcoordinates.
Fluid signatures of magnetic reconnection are tested in section 5. Section 6 contains the identiﬁcation of key
regions and processes including the observations of ion diﬀusion region (IDR) and electron diﬀusion region
(EDR). Summarizing theﬁndings, section7provides a reconnection cartoon inwhich thebasic observables are
explained in detail. The kinetic signatures ofmagnetic reconnection andmore insights to convective electron
outﬂows are explained in section 8. Finally, section 9 contains the discussion and conclusions.
2. Data and Instrumentation
It is the unprecedented high time resolution plasmameasurementswhichmake theMMSmission unique. Ion
and electron moments from Fast Plasma Investigation instrument (Pollock et al., 2016) have time resolution
150ms and 30ms, respectively. The electric ﬁeld data from Electric Double Probes (EDP) instrument are avail-
able with time resolution of 8 kHz (Ergun et al., 2016; Lindqvist et al., 2016; Torbert et al., 2016). The merged
digital ﬂuxgate (FGM) (Russell et al., 2016) and search coil (SCM) (Le Contel et al., 2016) datawere developedby
using instrument frequencyand timingmodels thatwere createdduring theFIELDS integration test campaign
(Torbert et al., 2016). These models are based on linear ﬁlter functions and can correct the respective fre-
quency responses of the instruments in gain andphase. Using thesemodels, in-ﬂight datawere corrected and
data were added using low- and high-pass ﬁlter functions. Thus, the data set analyzed here consists of data
below 4 Hz originating from FGM, data above—from SCM and in the crossover region both data sets were
used (Fischer et al., 2016).
2.1. Event Overview
On 30 November 2015 between 00:21:00 and 00:26:30 UT the MMS spacecraft were located in the com-
pressed turbulent magnetosheath, downstream of a quasi-parallel bow shock. During this time interval
high-resolution MMS data are readily available.
Our event overview plot (Figure 1) shows observations fromMMS1 in GSE and some parameters derived from
pairs of spacecraft with respect to MMS1 in the interval between 00:23:43 and 00:24:13 UT. Figure 1a shows
the total magnetic ﬁeld BT and the components BX , BY , andBZ . We will concentrate on the time interval from
00:23:50 to 00:24:04 UT, in the dashed black box, which highlights two enhancements of BT reaching 70 and
82 nT with maxima at 00:23:51 and 00:23:57 UT, respectively (Figure 1a). In the blue dashed box, roughly
from 00:23:52.5 to 00:23:57 UT, BT is signiﬁcantly decreased, reaching 8 nT after 00:23:55 UT. Figures 1b and
1c show the ion (Vi) and electron (Ve) velocity components. The velocity components are predominantly
negative or close to zero except for the time interval between 00:23:50 and 00:23:56 UT, when ViZ and VeZ
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Figure 1. Overview of the event observed by MMS1: (a) magnetic ﬁeld intensity BT and components (BX , BY , BZ );
(b, c) ion (ViX , ViY , ViZ ) and electron (VeX , VeY , VeZ ) velocities; (d, e) magnetic ﬁeld rotation angle 𝜃ij and partial variance
of increments PVIij between the pairs of spacecraft with respect to MMS1 (i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4); (f ) current calculated from
plasma data (JX , JY , JZ ); (g) comparison between the total plasma current Jplasma from MMS1 and the curlometer current
Jcurl from spacecraft tetrahedron; (h, e) omnidirectional ion and electron diﬀerential energy ﬂux spectrograms; (i) ion
Ni and electron Ne density; (k, l) ion Ti and electron Te temperature; (m) total Ptot, magnetic Pmag, dynamic Pdyn, ion
Pthi and electron Pthe thermal pressures. The black dash box conﬁnes the interval of enhanced total pressure. The blue
box highlights the region of enhanced currents within which the ion and electron temperature is also locally enhanced
(ﬁlled-in areas in cyan in Figures 1k and 1l). All vector quantities are in GSE coordinate system.
components reverse direction and are predominantly positive. Relative to the background magnetosheath
ﬂows the Vi and Ve velocities are also enhanced in −X and −Y directions at the beginning of the same time
interval. The correlated changes of B and Vi components at the leading (after 00:23:50 UT) and trailing (before
00:23:56 UT) edges of the enhanced plasma velocity interval indicate that the spacecraft might cross here a
reconnection exhaust, including its boundaries. This would make the event similar to the previous observa-
tions of single reconnection exhausts in the magnetosheath by Retinò et al. (2007) and Phan, Paschmann,
et al. (2007). However, as will be shown later, our event represents a more complicated crossing of a recon-
nection region, including a ﬂow reversal and signatures of ion and electron diﬀusion regions (IDR and EDR),
respectively.
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The ﬁrst two derived quantities are the magnetic rotation angle 𝜃ij and the so called partial variance of incre-
ments PVIij , calculated between spacecraft pairs (or two time instants) i, j. The magnetic rotation angles are
deﬁned as
𝜃ij(t) = cos−1
Bi(t) ⋅ Bj(t)
∣ Bi(t) ∣ ⋅ ∣ Bj(t) ∣
. (1)
The PVIs are obtained as
PVIij(t) =
√√√√ ∣ ΔBij(t) ∣2⟨
∣ ΔBij ∣2
⟩ , (2)
where t is time and the averaging ⟨⟩ is over thewhole time interval. PVI is extensively used in studies of turbu-
lence to detect discontinuities (e.g., Greco et al., 2008, 2009). In the ﬁrst step we used these parameters and
the decreasing strength of the magnetic ﬁeld, to locate the potentially reconnecting current sheets in time
series. We repeat that such a preliminary location of the event in time is not needed at large-scale bound-
aries. Figures 1d and 1e show these quantities for three combinations of spacecraft pairs only. The angles 𝜃
associated with the current sheets are relatively small (70–90∘) when calculated between spacecraft i, j pairs
separated by the ∼10 km distance. However, 𝜃 becomes larger when the i, j subscripts correspond to time
instants at wider spatial separations. For example, when the whole magnetic ﬁeld rotation is considered for
the thirddiscontinuity, forwhichPVIij ∼ 4, 𝜃 increases to 170∘. This indicates that the thickness of this structure
comprising the nearly antiparallel ﬁelds is larger than the distance between the spacecraft.
The other derived quantities are the current densities. The components of Jplasma ≡ (Jx , Jy, Jz), obtained from
Nq(Vi − Ve) (N - plasma density, and q - charge of particles), are shown in Figure 1f. In Figure 1g the magni-
tude of Jplasma =∣ Jplasma ∣ is compared to the magnitude of current density Jcurl =∣ Jcurl ∣, obtained from the
tetrahedron curlometer technique (Dunlop et al., 2002). As seen in Figure 1g, Jplasma ∼ Jcurl, mainly when the
currents are small or when their duration in time is short. After resampling and smoothing the current time
series the ratio Jplasma∕Jcurl was calculated. For example, for the narrow current structures between 00:23:54
and 00:23:56 UT or between 00:24:03 and 00:24:05 UT the ratio Jplasma∕Jcurl is close to 1 (not shown). How-
ever, locally Jplasma∕Jcurl > 1 also occurs, for example, between 00:23:50 and 00:23:53 UT. For this time interval,
Jplasma∕Jcurl ∼ 2.5 for each MMS spacecraft (not shown). This might indicate that there is a systematic error in
the calculation of the current density or that the separation distance between the spacecraft, a key scale limi-
tation in the curlometer technique, does not match the spatial scales of the local currents. Actually, Figure 1a
shows that between 00:23:50 and 00:23:53 UT (with Jplasma∕Jcurl ∼ 2.5) there is a slow rotation in themagnetic
ﬁeld, while the magnetic rotations at the peak values of currents are much faster.
The omnidirectional ion and electron ﬂuxes are shown in Figures 1h and 1i. The ion ﬂuxes exhibit local broad-
enings and narrowings of the distribution over the displayed energy range. There exist ions reaching 30 keV
associatedwith the enhanced currents and structures inside thebluedashedbox. By contrast, thehigh energy
ion population seen after 00:24:07 UT is not associated with locally enhanced currents or PVIs, also showing
dispersion features with the most energetic ions appearing ﬁrst. These features might indicate that the ener-
getic ions associated with the currents are locally generated, while the source region of the dispersed ions is
remote. The omnidirectional electron ﬂuxes exhibit intermittent enhancements around 100 eV.
Plasma densities (Ne, Ni), ion (Ti) and electron (Te) temperatures are depicted in Figures 1j–1l. The blue ﬁlled
areas in Figures 1k and 1l visualize the time intervals when the ion and electron temperatures associated
with current structures are locally enhanced. Finally, the total (Ptot), dynamical (Pdyn), magnetic (Pmag) and
ion (Pthi) and electron (Pthe) thermal pressures are shown in Figure 1m. The total pressure is not constant
during the whole time interval, suggesting that the underlying structures are not fully pressure balanced.
Although the total pressure is mainly determined by the dynamic pressure, there also exist local anticorre-
lations between BT and N, Ti, Te (Figures 1a and 1j–1l) or between the diﬀerent pressure terms (e.g., from
00:24:00 to 00:24:025 in Figure 1m), which can occur due to the diamagnetic eﬀect.
3. LMN Coordinate System Determination
We suppose that for our event, there exists an LMN coordinate system in which the reconnection physics
can be properly studied. While this assumption usually works well for many reconnection events observed
at large-scale boundaries (magnetopause and magnetotail), it is not obvious that the same is valid in the
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Figure 2. Application of the multispacecraft timing (MST) on a structure in
BY magnetic ﬁeld component after 00:23:56 UT. (a) BY measurements for all
spacecraft; (b) BY after the timing procedure (see section 3 for details). The
time shift is approximately the same at diﬀerent times.
turbulent magnetosheath. In determining the LMN system ﬁrst we try the
minimum variance analysis (MVA) of B between 00:23:51 and 00:23:56 UT,
which is the wider time interval with enhanced Jplasma and decreased
BT (Figures 1a and 1g). The quality of the MVA results is usually quanti-
ﬁed in terms of the robustness of the large enough ratios of eigenvalues
r12 ≡ 𝜆1∕𝜆2 and r23 ≡ 𝜆2∕𝜆3 associated with eigenvectors in maximum
(L ∶ 𝜆1) intermediate (M ∶ 𝜆2) and minimum (N ∶ 𝜆3) variance directions
of the ﬁeld components, respectively. For the considered time interval
we obtained r12 ∼ 6 and r23 ∼ 4. Similar ratios are obtained for all MMS
spacecraft. These small eigenvalue ratios already indicate that the MVA
over the considered time interval does not provide the correct LMN sys-
tem. There arenogenerally accepted thresholds for rijs. Knetter et al. (2004)
compared diﬀerent methods for the determination of discontinuity nor-
mal directions, and they found that theMVAnormals are satisfactorywhen
r23≥ 8. Also, for the above considered interval, the rijs change substantially
when the length of the data interval is slightly changed. A more robust
MVA estimate is obtained for the time interval between 00:23:55.97 and 00:23:56.39 UT (MMS1 spacecraft),
which corresponds to the largest rotation of the magnetic ﬁeld at the right end of the blue dashed box in
Figure 1a. For this interval r12 ∼ 15 and r23 ∼ 13. Similar ratios are obtained for the other spacecraft by shifting
the time intervals to the position of the local largestmagnetic rotation or current sheet. The obtained average
eigenvectors are L = [−0.07 − 0.55 0.83],M = [0.15 0.82 0.55], and N = [−0.99 0.17 0.03] GSE.
Since several current and ﬁeld structures are observed by each MMS spacecraft during the considered event,
the relative positions and times of the occurrence of structures are used for multispacecraft timing (MST)
as well (Sonnerup et al., 2008). We applied MST on magnetic ﬁeld structures at the largest rotation of the
magnetic ﬁeld and obtained the following estimate for the normal direction N = [−0.97 ± 0.03 0.22 ±
0.08 − 0.05 ± 0.11] GSE. It can be seen that the MST normal eigenvector agrees well with the MVA normal
within error bars. Figure 2 demonstrates how MST works on the BY components of the magnetic ﬁeld. The
MST normal is calculated at several time instants during the large rotation of magnetic ﬁeld after 00:23:56 UT
(Figure 2a), and the obtained time delays of structures between the spacecraft are used to shift the BY time
series to new time positions. Figure 2b shows that the time shift collapses the data from diﬀerent spacecraft
nearly to one curve not only at 00:23:56 UT but also after 00:23:50 and 00:23:53 UT. This indicates that the
estimated normal direction determined for the relatively small separation of spacecraft is valid over a longer
time interval∼6 s. The normal velocity of the underlying structure from theMST analysis isVN(MST) = [−103±
6 25 ± 10 − 10 ± 5] km/s GSE. The distance between the most separated spacecraft (MMS3-1) along N is
∼22 km which corresponds to a time shift ∼0.2 s.
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Figure 3. Positions and coordinate systems: (a) relative orientation of the GSE and LMN axes; (b) 3-D spacecraft
tetrahedron position in GSE with the structure (light brown stripe) and its orientation in LMN.
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Figure 4. The event in LMN frame: (a–d) total magnetic ﬁeld and magnetic ﬁeld components (e–g) electron velocity
components; and (h–j) ion velocity components, respectively. The green dotted vertical line marks the location of MMS3
being the closest spacecraft to the current sheet. The dark red dash line in Figure 4c shows the level of the guide ﬁeld.
The black double arrow on top of the ﬁgure marks the interval over which the Walén test was performed.
In what follows the averaged MVA LMN eigenvectors will be used. Figure 3a shows the LMN directions in
the GSE coordinate system while the positions of MMS spacecraft are depicted in Figure 3b. The projected
positions of the spacecraft are indicated on XYZ GSE axes by color-coded balls. The ﬁgure also shows that a
structure with a −XGSE normal direction moving toward the Earth crosses the MMS3-4-2 spacecraft ﬁrst and
after ∼ 0.2 s reaches MMS1. This ordering can be clearly seen in Figure 2a.
4. The Event in the LMN Coordinate System
Figure 4 shows the basic variables rotated to the LMN system for all fourMMS spacecraft. Figures 4a–4d show
the total magnetic ﬁeld and its components, Figures 4e–4g the electron velocity (Ve), and Figures 4h–4j the
ion velocity (Vi) components for the MMS spacecraft. The striking feature is the smooth variation of the ion
velocity in comparison with the structured narrow bursts in the electron velocity. Similar diﬀerential motions
between electrons and ions have been observed by MMS spacecraft during a magnetosheath reconnection
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event by Yordanova et al. (2016). The possible reconnection outﬂows seen in GSE Vi and Ve (Figures 1b and
1c) are preserved in the LMN ViL and VeL coordinates with a ﬂow reversal near 00:23:56 UT (Figures 4e and 4h).
We note that the occurrence of±L directional electron and ion ﬂows represents a necessary but not suﬃcient
condition for the occurrence of reconnection. For example, the ±L directional ﬂows can be associated with a
ﬂow shear or L directional parallel to B stream of particles and not a real perpendicular to B plasma convec-
tion. Evidently, further investigations are needed to conﬁrm the occurrence of magnetic reconnection. We
will return to this question in section 6.1.
Thedotted vertical green line at∼00:23:53.95UT in Figure 4 shows the time instantwhen theMMS3 spacecraft
observes BL ∼ 3 nT, BM ∼ 0 nT, and BN ∼ 19 nT. The neighborhood of this time instant is shown in more detail
on topof Figure 7. At otherMMS spacecraft theBN components donot dominate; therefore,MMS3 reaches the
closest position relative to the current sheet. Also, the narrowly peaked ﬂuctuations seen in Ve components
start at the dotted green line lasting until 00:23:56.6 UT (Figures 4e–4g), which is the end time of the large
magnetic ﬁeld rotation (Figures 4b and 4c). As it will be shown later, during this time interval the spacecraft
cross the EDR, IDR, and electron jet regions of magnetic reconnection.
Figure 4c shows that there exist a Bg ∼ −15 nT guide ﬁeld, while the maxima of BLmax in Figure 4b reach +65
and −75 nT. This results in Bg ∼ 0.2(|BLmax|).
5. Fluid Signatures of Magnetic Reconnection
At large-scale boundaries, for example, the magnetopause, the occurrence of reconnection, and the associ-
ated Alfvénic outﬂows come from the assumption that the transport of plasma through the boundary takes
place across a rotational discontinuity (RD) with nonzero normal magnetic ﬁeld BN, indicating the presence
of magnetically connected regions. In this picture, the outﬂows generated by magnetic reconnection should
match the local Alfvén velocity in the moving frame of reconnection structure in which the electric ﬁeld
vanishes. According to the Faraday’s law an approximately zero electric ﬁeld corresponds to a quasi-static
magnetic structure. This coordinate system is called the de deHoﬀmann-Teller (HT) frame and the static mag-
netic structure is moving with the velocity VHT. The so-called Walén test is used to check if correlations exist
between the Alfvén velocity ±VA and V − VHT, where V is the plasma velocity and the ± signs correspond to
outﬂows in ±L directions, matching also the ± sign of the normal magnetic ﬁeld BN. Accordingly, in the scat-
terplot of the Alfvén velocity versus plasma velocity in HT frame a correlationwith linear regression slope near
±1 should be observed within the reconnection outﬂows (Paschmann et al., 2005; Paschmann & Sonnerup,
2008; Sonnerup et al., 1987).
The implications of the Walén test comparing MHD-scale velocities might not be straightforward for the tur-
bulent magnetosheath. The ion inertial range, di is roughly 20 km and a structure of this size moving with
VN ∼ 100 km/s is seen 0.2 s. The duration of the magnetic ﬁeld rotation near 00:23:50 UT is about 0.8 s
(Figure 4). This means that the spacecraft are close to the reconnection site. Nevertheless, a simple
test comparing the change of the plasma velocity ΔV with the corrected change of the Alfvén velocity
ΔV(predicted)= ±
√
𝜉ΔB∕
√
(𝜇0N) indicates a possible RD-like structure (Chao et al., 2014; Phan et al., 2004).
Here 𝜉 = 1 − 𝜇0(P|| − P⟂)∕B2 is the pressure anisotropy factor, 𝜇0 is the permeability of the vacuum, and P||
and P⟂ are the thermal pressures parallel and perpendicular to local B. For example, for MMS1ΔBL across the
discontinuity is 39 nT (changing from −19 to +20 nT), the average anisotropy factor is 𝜉 = 1.5 (not shown),
N ∼ 100 p/cm3 (Figure 1j) gives ΔVL(predicted) ∼ 104 km/s, while ΔVL ∼110 km/s (changing from 40 to
150 km/s) in Figure 4h. Here we observe that at MMS1 the magnetic ﬁeld rotation starts at 00:23:50 and ends
at 00:23:50.8 UT. Similar calculations give ΔVN(predicted) ∼ 69 km/s and ΔVN ∼ 70 km/s. Although, there
is a signiﬁcant change in the BM component from −19 to −61 nT (Figure 4c), which leads to ΔVM(predicted)
∼ 112 km/s, ΔVM ∼ 0 km/s. This can be explained by the fact that the rotational structure is rather thin and
in theMdirection, supposing thatwearedealingwithmagnetic reconnection, a signiﬁcantHall ﬁeld is present
below the −15 nT guide ﬁeld (Figure 4c). On the other hand, the large-amplitude rotation of the magnetic
ﬁeld near 00:23:56 UT cannot explain the small changes in Vi. For example, ΔBL across this discontinuity is
135 nT (changing from +60 to −75 nT) which would correspond to ΔVL(predicted) ∼ 360 km/s; however,
VL ∼ 150 km/s is observed (Figures 4b and 4h). Therefore, the observed structure cannot be consistent with
a RD. The comparison of GSE B and Vi components leads to the same results. In order to demonstrate further
that the pressure anisotropy is not associatedwith instabilitieswhichwould signiﬁcantly aﬀectΔV(predicted)
at the discontinuities the time series of BL and ViL (Figures 5a and 5b) are plotted together with the ratio
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Figure 5. Temperature anisotropy constraints. (a) BL . (b) ViL . (c) The ratio of perpendicular to parallel ion temperatures
Ti⟂∕Ti||. (d) Parallel plasma 𝛽||. (e) The scatterplot of 𝛽|| versus Ti⟂∕Ti|| with the overlayed theoretical thresholds of
temperature anisotropy instabilities: the continuous lines correspond to Alfvén ion cyclotron (AIC), the dashed lines to
mirror and the dashed-dotted lines to ﬁre-hose instability thresholds for diﬀerent growth rates between 0.1 and 0.0001.
The crosses, dots, and diamonds correspond to the time intervals indicated on top of Figure 5a.
of perpendicular to parallel ion temperatures (Ti⟂∕Ti||, Figure 5c) and parallel plasma beta (𝛽||, Figure 5d). The
scatterplot of these quantities with the overlayed theoretical thresholds of temperature anisotropy instabili-
ties is shown in Figure 5d. Here the continuous lines correspond to Alfvén ion cyclotron (AIC), the dashed lines
tomirror, and thedashed-dotted lines to ﬁre-hose instability thresholds for diﬀerent growth rates between0.1
and0.0001 (Gary et al., 1998; Hellinger & Trávnícˇek 2006; Hellinger et al., 2006; Samsonov et al., 2001). The sym-
bols in the scatterplot (Figure 5e), the crosses, dots, and diamonds, correspond to the time intervals indicated
on top of Figure 5a. The ﬂuctuations within the time intervals of magnetic ﬁeld rotations (crosses and dia-
monds) considered above seem to be constrained by the instability thresholds, which together with the small
average value of 𝜉 ensures that ΔV(predicted)s are estimated correctly. However, temperature anisotropies
grow over the instability thresholds (Figures 5c and 5e) between 00:23:53.5 and 00:23:55.5 UT, when BL values
showminima in a high beta plasma, closer to the current sheet (Figures 5a and 5d).
The deHoﬀmann-Teller frame velocity VHT is found through minimization of the quantity (Khrabrov &
Sonnerup, 1998)
1
M
M∑
m=1
| (Vi,em − Vi,eHT) × Bm|2 (3)
for the set of M measurements, considering both ion and electron velocities, separately. For ions ViHT =
[−124 − 78 80] km/s GSE and for electrons VeHT = [−80 − 75 61] km/s GSE was obtained.
Despite the diﬀerences between ion and electron VHTs there is a qualitative agreement that the underlying
quasi-stationary magnetic structure is propagating toward the Earth having also signiﬁcant velocity compo-
nents in −Y and +Z GSE directions. The multispacecraft timing velocity is between the X components of Vi,eHT
velocities: −124 < −|VN(MST)| ∼ −106 < −80 km/s.
In Figure 6 the VA and V − VHT scatterplots are presented and the black, blue, and red points correspond
to the velocity components for the time interval between 00:23:49 and 00:23:56.9 UT, indicated at the top
of Figure 4. Figures 6a and 6b show the cases associated with ViHT and V
e
HT, respectively. The best linear
regressions are obtained when the ﬁts are made for the subintervals from 00:23:49 to 00:23:54.8 UT and from
00:23:54.8 to 00:23:56.9 UT. In this way regression curves with positive and negative slopes are obtained
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Figure 6.Walén relation test in the deHoﬀmann-Teller (HT) frame: comparisons between the observed (a) ion and
(b) electron velocities in HT frame and the Alfvén velocity. The three velocity components are indicated with color dots.
The green and magenta dash lines represent a linear regression ﬁt of the outﬂows on both sides of the reconnection site
together with the respective slopes and correlation coeﬃcients.)
(green andmagenta dashed lines), which are associatedwith predominantly positive andnegativeBN compo-
nents of themagnetic ﬁeld, respectively (Figure 4d). Amore detailed discussion of these intervals comes in the
next sessions. The slopes and correlations for these intervals, except for the magenta line in Figure 6b, satisfy
the usual conditions required for theWalén test (Zhang, 2016). A change in sign of the slopes canmean either
the spacecraft are on the same side of the X line crossing the two boundaries of the same outﬂow successively
or that the other side of the X line is crossed within the same hemisphere of the oppositely directed outﬂow
(Øieroset et al., 2000). Since the changes of the sign of regression slopes are associatedwith the change of the
sign of BN, we interpret these results as a possible indication that the MMS spacecraft crossed both sides of
the reconnection X line.When slightly longer time intervals are considered for theWalén test, the correlations
in the scatterplots are lost.
6. More Reconnection Signatures
6.1. Identiﬁcation of Key Regions
In order to identify more reliably the outﬂows and the distinct regions of magnetic reconnection the per-
pendicular to B ﬂows have to be compared to parallel to B ﬂows and to perpendicular convection velocity.
Figure 7a shows again the magnetic ﬁeld, while in Figure 7b the parallel to B electron (Ve||L) and ion (Vi||L)
L directional ﬂows are shown. The diﬀerential parallel motion of electrons and ions is readily discernible.
Figure 7c contains the L directional perpendicular ﬂows, Ve⟂L, Vi⟂L, and V⟂L ≡ (E × B∕B2)L. The magnitude of
the Alfvén velocity, ±VA, is indicated by the dashed green line. In Figure 7d the N directional perpendicular
ion and electron ﬂows Ve⟂L, Vi⟂L are compared to V⟂N ≡ (E × B∕B2)N.
It can be immediately seen that V⟂L ∼ Ve⟂L ∼ Vi⟂L, except for the time interval between 00:23:53.8 and
00:23:55.2 UT when ions are demagnetized and the spacecraft are crossing the IDR. Between 00:23:54 and
00:23:54.2 UT both ions and electrons seem to be demagnetized. This occurs when BM ∼ 0 and BL is smaller
or similar to BN (zoomed-in magnetic ﬁeld in the box over the plot). The dotted blue vertical line shows the
moment when ion, electron demagnetizations start. Just before, there is a sharp electron outﬂow reaching
Ve⟂L ∼ 160 km/s. For this short moment ions are still demagnetized. Extended super-Alfvénic electron jets
at the outer EDR were predicted by 2-D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations (Shay et al., 2007) and observed in
the magnetosheath (Phan, Drake, et al., 2007) and in the near-Earth magnetotail (Nagai et al., 2011). In our
case the electron perpendicular outﬂow is between VAp < Ve⟂L = 160 km/s < VAe, where VAp = 40 and
VAe = 1, 700 km/s are the proton and electron Alfvén velocities, respectively. Here Ve⟂L is about an order of
magnitude smaller than VAe. However, it would be premature to conclude that the spacecraft is not near the
outer EDR when Ve⟂L is enhanced but smaller than VAe. First of all, the EDR or its outer region is ambiguously
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Figure 7. Observation of magnetic reconnection by MMS3 in LMN coordinates. Top panel shows zoom in of the
magnetic ﬁeld components around the vertical dashed blue line. (a) Magnetic ﬁeld intensity and components. The
vertical blue dashed line marks the crossing of the EDR. The dark red horizontal line shows the guide ﬁeld; (b) parallel to
B L component of the ion and electron velocity; (c) perpendicular to B L component of the ion and electron velocity.
The green dash curves stay for ±Alfvén velocity. The red curve is the convection velocity calculated from the ﬁelds in L
direction. The horizontal black dash bars mark the +L, the solid black bars mark the −L directional perpendicular
outﬂows; (d) perpendicular B N components of the ion and electron velocity. The red curve is the N directional
convection velocity. The inﬂow regions are located below the horizontal dash line showing the oﬀset due to the
convective motion of the structure toward Earth; (e) M component of the (J × B∕ne) force; (f ) M component of the
electric ﬁeld in the electron frame; and (g) parallel and perpendicular to B electron temperatures.
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deﬁned and the possible signatures also include enhanced energy conversion/dissipation, electron agy-
rotropy, or characteristic electron velocity distribution functions (VDFs) (Burch et al., 2016; Zenitani & Nagai,
2016). These signatures are considered below. Also, the comparison of data, especially of 3-D reconnection
signatures with numerical simulations, is not fully understood. In fact, 2-D PIC simulations have shown that a
nonnegligible guide ﬁeld Bg, for example, equal or larger than 0.05 BL (our case is 0.2 BL) can split and deﬂect
the electron jets due to Lorentz force qV×Bg (Goldman et al., 2011). Indeed, the guide ﬁeld-associated deﬂec-
tion of the electron jets from the neutral sheet was observed in themagnetotail (Zhou et al., 2014). Moreover,
diﬀerent 2-D PIC simulation runs have demonstrated that the structure and the extension of electron cur-
rent sheets besides the guide ﬁeldmay depend on the ion-to-electronmass ratio, electron beta, and electron
pressure anisotropies (Le et al., 2013). The local electron agyrotropy, which is quantifying electron pressure
anisotropy, is estimated below.
It is expected that the width of the fast electron jet is roughly 10 km (∼9 electron skin depth) (Phan, Drake,
et al., 2007). We calculated the perpendicular electron velocities at each spacecraft position and found that
MMS3 and MMS1 measured the same peak value of Ve⟂L ∼160 km/s, which decreased to Ve⟂L ∼130 km/s at
MMS1and toVe⟂L∼ 60 km/s atMMS4. Figure 3b shows that thedistancebetweenMMS1andMMS3 inGSEY-Z
directions is less than 3 km (the size of the cubes in Figure 3b is 6.4 km). This indicates that the electron outﬂow
tied to the X line frame was convected from MMS3 to MMS1. MMS4 separated from MMS3 by 12 km in GSE
−Z direction, observed a smaller Ve⟂L. MMS2 separated from MMS3 by 17 km in GSE +Y direction observed
the smallest Ve⟂L. These multipoint velocity observations indicate that Ve⟂L decreases with the increasing
distance from the location of the highest observed Ve⟂L at MMS3 and MMS1, and in accordance with Phan,
Drake, et al. (2007) the width of the fast electron outﬂow can be about 10 km.
In Figure 7 between 00:23:49–00:23:52 and 00:23:53.5–00:23:53.7 UT ﬂuid-scale outﬂows are interrupted by
a short interval between 00:23:52 and 00:23:53.5 UTwhen no L directional perpendicular outﬂow is observed.
However, during this time interval, BL gets larger, that is, the distance to the current sheet increases; therefore,
the spacecraft temporarily leaves the reconnection outﬂow channel. At the same time the spacecraft gets
closer to the reconnection inﬂow region, which is demonstrated in Figure 7d. Here the horizontal dashed line
shows the convection velocity of the stationary magnetic structure (or current sheet frame) into +N direction
(Figure 3), which was estimated above to be + ∼100 km/s from both MST and deHoﬀmann-Teller methods.
The −N directional inﬂow is observed when V⟂N ≪ 100 km/s or negative.
From00:23:55 to 00:23:55.2UT and from00:23:55.8 to 00:23:56.2UT two−Ldirectional perpendicular electron
outﬂows can be seen. In between these ﬂows V⟂L = Ve⟂L = Vi⟂L ∼ 0 km/s, while BL ∼ 50 nT. Figure 1m
shows that strong pressure gradients exist in this region which can explain the enhanced bumpy magnetic
ﬁeld variations.
Between 00:23:54 and 00:23:55, that is, between the+L and−L directional outﬂows (Figure 7c) there is again
a −N directional inﬂow (Figure 7d).
The ﬂow structures seem to be rather complicated and of short duration, mainly between 00:23:53 and
00:23:56.5 UT. However, there are also clear consistencies, for example, the L directional perpendicular con-
vective ﬂows occurwhen the L directional parallel ﬂows are close to zero. Also, theNdirectional perpendicular
inﬂows are seen when the convective ﬂows are absent or much smaller than the local Alfvén velocity. The
occurrence of such anticorrelations indicates that despite of the short crossing times, the spacecraft are
visiting physically diﬀerent regions of magnetic reconnection. The proximity of the inﬂow-outﬂow regions
(Norgren et al., 2016) near 00:23:53.95 UT and the occurrence of demagnetized electrons at the same time
also strongly indicate that the spacecraft is near to or crossing the EDR.
Finally, Figures 7e–7g show the out-of-plane Hall term (J × B∕ne)M (from the generalized Ohm’s law), the
electric ﬁeld in the moving frame of electrons E′M = (E + Ve × B)M, and the electron temperature parallel and
perpendicular to B, Te||, and Te⟂, respectively. The Hall term is changing sign across the current sheet. The
positive E′M ensures that the plasma ﬂows toward the X line in the inﬂow regionswhere BL > 0 nT. The sharpest
change in E′M occurs at the position of the EDR, where electron temperature anisotropy Te|| > Te⟂ is observed.
On thebasis of the explanations of theprocesses in Figure 7one coulddrawa cartoon showing the key regions
of magnetic reconnection and the spacecraft trajectory across it. Before that, to achieve even a better under-
standing, a closer look at the EDR and at the combined structure, comprising the compressional region and
electron outﬂow crossings, is presented in the next sections.
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Figure 8. Crossing of the electron diﬀusion region (EDR) by MMS3: (a) magnetic ﬁeld in LMN; (b) current density
calculated from plasma data in LMN; (c) magnitude of ﬁeld-aligned plasma current; (d) ﬁeld-aligned electric ﬁeld (green)
and its errors (yellow). Observations from all spacecraft: (e) ﬁeld-aligned electric ﬁeld; (f ) energy dissipation/conversion
J.E′ ; (g) agyrotropy of the electron pressure tensor. Observations by MMS3: (h) pitch angle electron diﬀerential energy
distributions in the range 70–1,000 eV; and (i) the same for the lower energy range 30–70 eV. The black dashed box
highlights the EDR crossing.
6.2. Electron Diﬀusion Region Observation
Electron demagnetization observed after 00:23:54 UT (Figures 7c and 7d) indicates that the spacecraft are
crossing an EDR. In Figure 8more EDR signatures are presented. The EDR time interval ismarkedwith theblack
dashed box between 00:23:53.66 and 00:23:53.99 UT. In the dashed box the dominant BL and BN magnetic
components, in the vicinity of the current sheet (Figure 8a), are associated with the large JL and JN compo-
nents (Figure 8b). These are ﬁeld-aligned currents as evidenced by the magnitude of the parallel currents in
Figure 8c. The high-frequency ﬂuctuations of the parallel electric ﬁeld (8,192 samples per second in Figure 8d)
reach larger values than±12mV/m,well above theuncertainties of E ﬁeldmeasurements (±2.5mV/m), shown
in yellow. In the vicinity and at the EDR the E|| ﬂuctuations are electrostatic, reaching the electron cyclotron
and ion plasma frequency ranges (∼1 kHz, not shown). While outside of the EDR interval the wave-like E ﬁeld
ﬂuctuations are more symmetric, at the center of the EDR interval there is a clear asymmetry and the average
E|| is negative.
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In Figures 8e–8g the MMS1-4 observations are compared. Figure 8e shows the resampled E ﬁeld measure-
ments (32 samples per second) with the largest E|| ∼ −4 mV/m observed by MMS3 at the center of the EDR
interval. This results in energydissipation/conversion term J.E′ ∼11nW/m3,whereE′ = E+Ve×B is the electric
ﬁeld in the moving frame of electrons. Usually, J.E′ is called energy dissipation term, when it is positive. How-
ever, it might be diﬃcult to show that the positive values correspond to an irreversible process, mainly when
in the vicinity also negative values are observed (Figure 8f ). We think, it is more safe to use the term “energy
dissipation/conversion” even if J.E′ is positive. Figure 8f shows the time series of J.E′ for all four spacecraft. The
positive value indicates that the energy of the magnetic ﬁeld is converted/dissipated to particle kinetic and
perhaps to thermal energy during magnetic reconnection. It is also expected that the gyrotropy of the elec-
tron pressure tensor Pe is violated near magnetic boundaries indicating locally a crossing of electron-scale
layers near reconnection (Scudder & Daughton, 2008). There exists several scalar measures for quantiﬁcation
of the gyrotropy of Pe. Here the agyrotropy parameter
√
Q introduced by Swisdak (2016) is used. It is deﬁned
as follows:
Q =
P212 + P
2
13 + P
2
23
P2⟂ + 2P⟂P||
(4)
where Pijs is the oﬀ-diagonal elements of Pe. The time series of
√
Q for the MMS spacecraft are shown in
Figure 8g. The largest value in the EDR interval is
√
Q ∼ 0.04.
It can be clearly seen that all these parameters are peaked at MMS3 and smaller at the other MMS spacecraft.
One can ask how signiﬁcant are these parameters in comparisonwith simulations or other observations of the
EDRs. Numerical simulations of EDR in asymmetric reconnection with guide magnetic ﬁeld predict E|| of the
order of 3–4 mV/m (Hesse et al., 2016). For similar boundary conditions, E|| ∼ 6 mV/m was estimated in the
EDR at the magnetopause (Eriksson, Wilder, et al., 2016). The energy dissipation/conversion term observed
by MMS3 is close to the recently observed values J.E′ ∼ 17 nW/m3 (Burch et al., 2016) and ∼9 nW/m3 (Eriks-
son, Wilder, et al., 2016). In numerical simulations near or at the EDR 0.03<
√
Q < 0.2 (Swisdak, 2016). MMS
observations of asymmetric reconnection at the magnetopause found 0.05 <
√
Q < 0.16 associated with
demagnetized electrons within an electron outﬂow (Norgren et al., 2016). In this case, the crescent electrons
were more agyrotropic. Within the magnetosheath Yordanova et al. (2016) observed
√
Q ∼ 0.055 at the
separatrix region of magnetic reconnection, however, without demagnetized electrons.
Electron pitch angle energy distributions for the energy ranges between 70–1,000 and 30–70 eV observed by
MMS3 are shown in Figures 8h and 8i, respectively. Within the EDR interval the low energy ﬁeld-aligned and
antiﬁeld-aligned ﬂux of electrons is reduced (Figure 8i), while the ﬂux of high energy ﬁeld-aligned electrons
is increased.
Figures 8e–8g show that in terms of E||, J.E′,
√
Q the MMS3 spacecraft is the closest one to EDR. Although
the magnetic ﬁeld geometry can be complicated, it is possible to demonstrate that MMS3 is crossing diﬀer-
ent physical regions of magnetic reconnection than the other spacecraft. Figures 9a–9c show the four point
observations of total magnetic ﬁeld BT , the BL, and BM components. Figure 9d shows the perpendicular com-
ponents of the electron velocity Ve⟂L, which should reachmaximum values when a spacecraft is at the closest
distance to the current sheet, that is, at the local minima of BT or BL. In fact the dashed vertical lines indicate
good correlations between Ve⟂L maxima and BT , BL minima at MMS1, 2, and 3. However, after 00:23:53.9 UT
only the MMS3 spacecraft observes BM ≤ 0 [nT] (Figure 9c). Since the reduction of the out-of-plane magnetic
component or the change of its sign (there is also a guide ﬁeld) is expected near the current sheet or the X
line (Shay et al., 2016) the MMS3 spacecraft might be the closest one to EDR. The MMS3 spacecraft is short
time in this region because the predominantly Ve⟂L suddenly changes to Ve||L at 00:23:53.94 UT (Figure 9e).
The magnetic ﬁeld curvature vector curvB was also calculated using the four point capabilities of the MMS
spacecraft. Figure 9f shows the magnitude deﬁned through curvB = |(b.∇)b| where b = B|B| . Figures 9d and
9f show that curvB is enhanced roughly during the time interval when Ve⟂L at MMS1, 2, and 3 is exceeding
the local Alfvén velocity ∼70 km/s. curvB ∼ 0 km−1 corresponds to straight ﬁeld lines.
Let us check the electron distributions. The electron VDFs in ﬁeld-aligned coordinates (FAC) are compared
at two time instants, one before and one within the EDR interval (Figures 10a–10h and 10i–10p). The FAC
unit vectors are deﬁned along the directions V||: B, V⟂1: (B × Ve) × B, and V⟂2:B × Ve. Figures 10e–10g
and 10m–10o show the corresponding 1-D cuts of VDFs along the major axes of the 2-D plots again for
times before and within the EDR intervals, respectively. The 1-D distributions are calculated within the green
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Figure 9. Four point MMS1–4 observations of (a) total magnetic ﬁeld (BT ); (b) magnetic ﬁeld component BL; (c)
magnetic ﬁeld component BM ; (d) perpendicular L directional electron velocity Ve⟂L ; (e) parallel L directional electron
velocity Ve||L ; and (f ) magnitude of the magnetic curvature vector curvB = |(b.∇)b| where b = B|B| . The vertical dashed
lines correspond to times when the peak values of Ve⟂L are associated with the local minima of BT and BL .
and black lines (positive velocities) and dashed lines (negative velocities) shown in 2-D VDFs. The core of the
electron VDFs represents a ﬂat-top distribution, which is readily discernible from the 1-D cuts. In the perpen-
dicular directions (V⟂1−V⟂2, top panels) the asymmetry of the VDFwithin the EDR (Figures 10i and 10m) com-
pared to the more symmetric case outside of the EDR (Figures 10a and 10e) is clearly seen. This asymmetry is
quantiﬁedby the scalar agyrotropy parameter reaching
√
Q ∼ 0.04.Webelieve that the relatively small
√
Qor
asymmetry indicate that MMS3 is not crossing the central part of the EDR but skimming the outer region of it.
The ratios f (v⟂1)∕f (v⟂1) and f (−v⟂1)∕f (−v⟂1) (Figures 10h and 10p) indicate that the enhanced agyrotropy
within EDR (Figure 10p) is associated with suprathermal electrons. The vertical magenta line corresponds to
the thermal velocity Vtherm in the bottom panels. In Figures 10b, 10c, 10f, 10g, 10j, 10k, 10n, and 10o the elec-
tron VDFs for V|| − V⟂1 and V|| − V⟂2 are compared, respectively. Within the EDR (right panels) the anisotropy
or elongation in the parallel direction is clearly seen. The ratios of f (v||)∕f (−v||) (Figures 10d and 10l) show
a peak >1 at Vtherm; however, the ratio is <1 at the suprathermal range. Similar asymmetric and anisotropic
electron VDFs exist during the whole interval near 00:23:54 UT, when Te|| > Te⟂ (Figure 7g), electron demag-
netization occurs and E∥, J.E
′ and
√
Q are enhanced (Figure 8). Before and after the region highlighted with
the black dashed box, MMS3 is in the IDR.
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Figure 10. MMS3 observations of 2-D and 1-D cuts of electron velocity distribution function (VDF). (a–h) VDFs outside of EDR. (i–p) Inside of the EDR. The 2-D
cuts are in ﬁeld-aligned coordinates (FAC): V⟂1-V⟂2 (Figures 10a and 10i), (V∥-V⟂1) (Figures 10f and 10n), and in V∥-V⟂2 (Figures 10g and 10o) planes. The 1-D cuts
(Figures 10e–10g and 10m–10o) are obtained along the major axis of 2-D plots within the dashed and solid lines. Bottom plots: ratios of f (v||)∕f (−v||),
f (v⟂1)∕f (v⟂1) and f (−v⟂1)∕f (−v⟂1). Vtherm = 5, 200 km/s (vertical magenta line) is the thermal velocity.
6.3. Crossing of Electron Outﬂows and the Current Sheet
Between 00:23:53.8 and 00:23:55.2 UTMMS3 is in the IDR (Figures 7c and 7d) and at the end of this time inter-
val the ﬁrst electron outﬂow is seen (Figure 7c). After the electron outﬂow BT and BL increase to 50 and later
to 60 nT (Figure 11). The dashed lines in Figure 11a show a constant twist ﬂux rope model ﬁt to the mag-
netic ﬁeld data (Gold & Hoyle, 1960). The axial ﬁeld is BL, and it reaches its maximum close to the time instant
when the bipolar azimuthal ﬁeld BM goes through zero. Figure 11b shows that there is a ﬁeld-aligned current
JL reaching ∼−2,000 nA/m2 which can be associated with the magnetic twist. Immediately after, starting at
00:23:55.8 UT the magnetic ﬁeld rotates and at the same time a second electron outﬂow is seen in Figure 7c.
Both −L directional electron outﬂows are associated with negative BN. Additionally, the rotation of the mag-
netic ﬁeld associated with Hall magnetic ﬁeld BM = −30 nT (−15 nT guide ﬁeld) and with the sign changing JL
(Figure 11b) and Hall electric ﬁeld EN (Figure 11c) together with−BN indicate that the spacecraft cross the cur-
rent sheet south of the X line in−N direction. Figure 11d shows an increasing density across the current sheet
implying possible asymmetric boundary conditions for the ongoing reconnection. Similar one-dimensional
proﬁles of ﬁeld and current components along an N directional crossing of the current sheet at a distance
of 6.35 di from the X line were identiﬁed in kinetic particle-in-cell simulations of asymmetric reconnection
(Shay et al., 2016).
The ﬂux rope can be positioned roughly at the magnetic separatrix region. This observation is not excep-
tional, a ﬂux rope at the separatrix region of magnetic reconnection occurring in the Earth’s magnetotail
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Figure 11. Crossing of the current sheet and a ﬂux rope: (a) Magnetic ﬁeld in LMN. The dashed thick lines represent
local ﬁts of the constant twist ﬂux rope model; (b) current density L and M components calculated from the plasma data;
(c) normal component of the electric ﬁeld (thin green line) and the smoothed EN (thick green line); and (d) ion and
electron densities. The dashed horizontal line guides the eyes to see how the density increases across the current sheet;
and (e) energy dissipation/conversion term J.E′ for all four spacecraft.
has already been observed by Cluster (Huang et al., 2016). Anyhow, in our case, the crossing of the magnetic
ﬁeld compressional region and of a possible ﬂux rope occurs outside of the electron outﬂow channel, at a
larger distance from the current sheet. This can be the reason why two separated electron outﬂows are seen,
interrupted during the enhanced magnetic ﬁeld in the middle. Figure 11e shows J.E′ for this time interval.
While the dissipation/conversion term is nonnegligible, the agyrotropy is small (
√
Q not shown).
Finally, themagnetic jump, best seen in BT at 00:23:56.28UT, was considered as a potentialMHDdiscontinuity.
This structure is observed by each MMS spacecraft (Figure 4a) and separates the reconnection outﬂow from
the high-density, low ion temperature and elevated total pressure structure seen between the right-hand
borders of dashed blue and black boxes in Figure 1. The MVA analysis gives approximately the same normal
directions for allMMS spacecraft, for example, forMMS3N[−0.97 0.12 −0.20]GSEwith ratios r12 ∼ 31 and
r23 ∼ 36. However, the best eigenvalue ratios are obtained for a rather short time interval of ∼0.02 s, which is
converted to space∼2 km∼ 4de ≪ di (de is the electron inertial length). The normal directions of themagnetic
jump structure are very similar to the N direction of the current sheet. In order to check if the jump structure
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resembles a tangential discontinuity (TD) the B, Vi , and Ve vectors were projected to the N direction of jump
structure. For MMS3 ⟨BN⟩ ∼ −1.5 nT, ⟨ViN⟩ ∼ 2 km/s and ⟨VeN⟩ ∼ −30 km/s. According to Sonnerup and
Scheible (1998) a composite statistical error can be calculated to evaluate if ⟨BN⟩ is close enough to zero to be
classiﬁed as a TD. Using their criteria, we obtained ⟨𝛿BN⟩ = 1.1 nT, which is very close to |⟨BN⟩|. This shows that
the normal component of the magnetic ﬁeld can be considered zero across the discontinuity. Regarding the
plasma ﬂows across the discontinuity, ⟨ViN⟩ is negligible, while ⟨VeN⟩ is not, it is about 20% of the magnitude
of ⟨Ve⟩. In summary, the magnetic jump structure resembles a TD, but it is of kinetic scale rather than of ﬂuid
scale and there is a nonnegligible electron ﬂow across it. It may then be safer to call this type of boundary
a kinetic-scale nonlinear structure (Balikhin et al., 2014). The reconnection associated Ve||L spikes end at this
boundary (Figure 7b).
7. Reconnection and Spacecraft Trajectory Geometries
Figure 12 shows a cartoon of the reconnection and spacecraft trajectory geometries reconstructed from
the observations and on the basis of interpretations oﬀered in previous sections. The LMN coordinate sys-
tem is shown on top left, the GSE X directional spacing between the MMS1-4 spacecraft on top right. The
MMS3 spacecraft trajectory across the reconnection region is shown by the green dashed line from north
(+L) to south (−L) directions. The EDR and IDR regions are represented by the ﬁlled violet and light brown
boxes, respectively. The electron outﬂows (inside the IDR) and the MHD-scale outﬂows (outside of IDR) in
both ±L directions are indicated by the ﬁlled arrows. Despite the fact that there is a signiﬁcant guide ﬁeld
and asymmetry between the upstream and downstream regions we keep the standard symmetric 2-D shape
of the reconnection scheme with the only distortion of the small ﬂux rope at the bottom left corner of IDR.
The trajectory of the spacecraft is complicated, supposedly due to irregular motions, even small rotations
or deformations of the underlying structures. Since detailed simulation results for guide ﬁeld asymmetric
reconnection events embedded into a turbulent environment do not exist, we feel that a cartoon as sim-
ple as possible is a reasonable choice. One has to keep in mind that while the local variables consistently
describe the distinct reconnection regions, the physical scales indicated in the cartoon might be slightly
disproportional.
Let us recapitulate shortly the observations from the previous sections by indicating the corresponding loca-
tions in the cartoon (Figure 12). To help orientation, there are four locations in the cartoon indicated by
red-greenpoints (1)–(4) on the trajectoryofMMS3.Wewill alternately refer to a location in the cartoonand the
data presented in previous sections. TheMMS3 spacecraft enters from the upstream region through a RD-like
boundary to the reconnection outﬂow region (top right—location (1)). Here positive BL and BN components
are observed; therefore, the reconnection X line is south from this location. Accordingly, +L directional per-
pendicular outﬂows are seen (Figures 7a and 7c). In between two outﬂows BL becomes larger, MMS3 gets
closer to the inﬂow region (between location (1) and the right edge of IDR), where the+EM directional tangen-
tial electric ﬁeld and the northward +BL ensure the −N directional convective inﬂow −VIN (roughly between
00:23:52 and 00:23:53.5 UT in Figures 7a, 7d, and 7f). Then MMS3 gets again closer to the current sheet
(+BL decreases) and by going closer to the X line ﬁrst an ion-electron outﬂow, then a very short electron out-
ﬂow is seen at the blue dashed vertical line in Figure 7 (between top right corners of IDR and EDR). Then
the MMS3 spacecraft skims the outer region of the EDR (Figures 8 and 14, before location (2) in EDR). The
other MMS probes are more Earthward and therefore do not approach the EDR. After a short time MMS3
appears again in the inﬂow region (increased +BL, +EM) within the IDR (between 00:23:54 and 00:23:55 UT in
Figures 7a–7d, upstream from theX line). After 00:23:55UTbothnegative Ldirectional perpendicular electron
outﬂows inside IDR are associated with negative BN (Figures 7a, 7c, and 11a), indicating that the spacecraft is
south from the X line (locations (3–4). In between the−Ve⟂L outﬂows a short excursion outside the IDR to the
ﬂux rope region is observedwhere ﬁrst positive thennegative out-of-plane BM is seenwhich is associatedwith
themagnetic twist of the ﬂux rope with axis orientation roughly in L direction (between locations (3) and (4)).
In Figure 12 the ﬂux rope is placed to the separatrix; however, it would not change the interpretation if it was
positioned farther out, more into the inﬂow region. The crossing of the current sheet is again across the IDR
where the second electron outﬂow (location (4)) is observed. At the left bottom position MMS3 is crossing a
TD-like kinetic nonlinear boundary, leaving the reconnection structure behind. The Hall electric ﬁeld is neg-
ative at the upstream +BL and positive at the downstream −BL positions (Figures 11a and 11c). Supposing
perpendicular crossing the cross-sectional size of the outﬂow region is ∼3di = 75 km.
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Figure 12. The quasi 2-D geometry of the magnetic reconnection. The LMN
coordinates are shown in top left, the GSE distances of MMS probes in top
right corners. The green dashed line shows MMS3 trajectory across
reconnection. The red-green circles 1 ÷ 4 are reference points. RD stays for
rotational discontinuity. The light brown and violet boxes depict the IDR and
EDR, respectively. The thick arrows show the outﬂows and the inﬂows. EM is
the out-of-plane tangential electric ﬁeld. EN and BM are the Hall electric and
magnetic ﬁelds. The deformation in the ﬁeld lines close to the left bottom
edge of the IDR is due to an embedded small-scale ﬂux rope.
The changing sign of the out-of-plane BM magnetic ﬁeld is indicated along
the trajectory of MMS3. Relative to the guide ﬁeld (Figure 4c) BM is pre-
dominantly positive closer to the upstream and negative closer to the
downstream region of reconnection. It is diﬃcult to identify any bipolar
or quadrupolar Hall magnetic structure. However, the distribution of BM
in kinetic simulations of reconnection around the X line is also nontrivial
(Shay et al., 2016). Moreover, during the vertical crossing of the reconnec-
tion region the whole structure undergoes complicated motions and the
spacecraft can visit regions with locally prevailing ±BM.
Now with the known reconnection geometry we can estimate the mag-
netic shear angle ΘSH between a few magnetic ﬁeld vectors in the
upstream and downstream regions. We chose a reference point in the
downstream region at 00:23:56.7 UT and starting at 00:23:49.00 ending at
00:23:55.90 UT; we calculated ΘSH for MMS3 in several points along the
L direction in the upstream region. ΘSH changes between 140∘ and 170∘,
the largest value is obtained between vectors at the beginning and end
of the largest ﬁeld rotation. The result is the same for the other spacecraft,
too. Obviously, ΘSH can change along L direction in time as well, but in
comparison, the values between 140∘ and 170∘ correspond to the largest
observed magnetic shears in the solar wind (Phan et al., 2010). The diﬀer-
ence between average upstream-downstream plasma 𝛽 in the immediate
vicinity of the largest ΘSH is Δ𝛽 ∼ 1. On this basis, there is a good chance
that the reconnection is not suppressed.
8. Kinetic Signatures of Reconnection
Using the cartoon of Figure 12 and the (1)–(4) reference points (red-green
circles) in it, now we can also demonstrate the occurrence of ion kinetic
signatures of magnetic reconnection within the reconnection outﬂow
(location (1)) and inside the IDR (location (2)). Furthermore, we present
electron VDFs at the locations (3) and (4) of perpendicular electron out-
ﬂows −Ve⟂L to ascertain that these low-amplitude ﬂows are indeed asso-
ciated with convective motion of electrons. We believe that besides the
above presented signatures of EDR crossing (northward of location (2)),
the kinetic evidence for the occurrence of magnetic reconnection is
rather strong.
Figures 13a–13c show the VDF cuts of the ion distribution functions at
00:23:51.51 UT (location (1) in Figure 12). This is the location in the recon-
nection outﬂow region (+VOUT), where signiﬁcant perpendicular convec-
tive Vi⟂L, Ve⟂L ﬂows are observed (Figure 7c). The observations of MMS3
are presented in Figures 13a–13c. Figure 13a demonstrates a cut of VDF
in VE×B-VB plane, Figure 13b the VDF cut in VB-VE plane, and Figure 13c ion energy distributions for three dif-
ferent pitch angles 0∘, 90∘, and 180∘. From the VDF cuts, it is evident that the core population of the ions is
not isotropic, but instead, it exhibits a cutoﬀ in antiﬁeld-aligned direction, creating a D shape distribution. A
relevant anisotropy is also evident from Figure 13c, where the highest ﬂux is carried by the ﬁeld-aligned pop-
ulation (pitch angle 0∘). This D shape ion distribution is a well-known feature of reconnection, and the results
of the observation of the population injected onto the reconnected ﬁeld lines (Cowley, 1995). Note that the
D shape is more symmetrically observed in Figure 13b, as the cut is not in the plane aﬀected by the convec-
tion of the population. While in Figure 13a the whole D shape is shifted to the right, in E × B direction, which
corresponds to the convection direction of ions. This type of ion VDFs is observed everywhere in the outﬂow
region outside of IDR.
In Figures 13d–13f, the same set of plots are shown for MMS3 observation at 00:23:54.21 UT, which is also
marked as point (2) in Figure 12. It is immediately clear that there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the VDF
cuts in Figures 13d and 13e and those in Figures 13a and 13b. The VDF cut in VE×B-VB plane consists of two
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Figure 13. Ion VDFs measured by MMS3 in locations (1) and (2) in Figure 12. (a–c) D shape ion VDFs within
reconnection outﬂow in location (1). (a) Ion VDFs cuts in VE×B-VB plane; (b) in VB-VE plane; and (c) ion energy
distributions for pitch angles 0∘ , 90∘, and 180∘. (d–f ) Crescent ion VDFs within the IDR in location (2). Notation is the
same as in the subplots a–c.
crescent-like distributions of ions in ﬁeld-aligned and antiﬁeld-aligned direction, with slightly diﬀerent tem-
perature. This observation is consistent with the ion energy distribution in Figure 13f where the peak of black
trace line (pitch angle 0∘) has higher energy than that of blue trace line (pitch angle 180∘). The VDF cut in VB-VE
plane, Figure 13e, shows that the relatively hotter ﬁeld-aligned population is elongated in E direction. These
observations are suggestive ofmixing between two diﬀerent ion populations via reconnection. Similar obser-
vations of two/multiple distinct populations of ions, with asymmetric distribution in E direction, are indicative
of IDR (Nagai et al., 2015; Yordanova et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2009). In fact, we get similar ion VDFs inside IDR.
We now look into the distribution of electrons in the outﬂow region. We mention that similarly to the cases
in Figure 10 the electron VDFs form again top-hat core distributions and the color codes used below are
optimized to see the high energy portion of VDFs. Figures 14a and 14b show the VE×B-VB plane VDF cuts of the
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Figure 14. Electron VDF cuts in VE×B-VB plane measured by MMS3 and
MMS1 in locations (3) and (4) in Figure 12. Top panels: electron VDFs in
location (3) inside the ﬁrst perpendicular electron outﬂow; (a) MMS3
measurements; (b) MMS1 measurements. Bottom panels: electron VDFs in
location (4) inside the second perpendicular electron outﬂow; (c) MMS3
measurements; (d) MMS1 measurements. The yellow fans closed lines mark
the enhanced ﬂux along the E × B direction.
electron distribution function observed by (a) MMS3 at 00:23:55.08 UT
and by (b) MMS1 at 00:23:55.23 UT (location (3) in Figure 12). This is the
location in the reconnection outﬂow region (−VOUT), where perpendicular
convective −Ve⟂L ﬂows are observed (Figure 7c).
Figures 14c and 14d show the VE×B-VB plane VDF cuts of the electron distri-
bution function observed by (c) MMS3 at 00:23:55.98 UT and by (d) MMS1
at 00:23:56.13 UT (location (4) in Figure 12). This is the location of the
second electron outﬂow (−VOUT), where perpendicular convective −Ve⟂L
ﬂows are observed again (Figure 7c). From the four panels in Figure 14, it is
evident that themagnetosheath colder electrons covering the dark brown
pixels below 4,000 km/s are mostly isotropic. However, for the hotter elec-
tronpopulation (>4,000 km/s) there ismore ﬂuxobservedon the right side
of the VDF rings, along the E× B direction. To demonstrate this better, the
hotter portion of the population is marked by the yellow fan closed lines
in each panel. These populations are themain contributors to the electron
jets shown in Figure 7c.
9. Discussion and Conclusions
The main goal of this paper was to provide a detailed structure of a mag-
netic reconnection event in the turbulent magnetosheath downstream
of a QPar bow shock. A candidate event was found on the basis of iden-
tiﬁcation of discontinuities, current sheets, local acceleration of particles
or heating of plasma (Figure 1). Recent simulations of plasma turbulence
predict the generation of these structures, including reconnecting current
sheets, by turbulent motions and self-organization via multiscale redistri-
butionsof the available free energy. The chosenmagnetosheath eventwas
also associated with ion and electron bulk ﬂows which we expected to be
reconnection generated.
The ﬁrst challenge was to ﬁnd a proper LMN coordinate system in
which the supposedly quasi-2-D reconnection ideaswould be exploitable.
Although the turbulent magnetosheath is expected to be a fully 3-D
plasma system, the 2-D geometry, as a ﬁrst attempt of study turbulence
generated structures, would signiﬁcantly help to interpret the data by comparing it to the 2-D reconnection
studies at large-scale boundaries (magnetopause, magnetotail current sheet). In the end the LMN eigenvec-
tors were obtained from MVA analysis of magnetic ﬁeld during a time interval of short crossing of the entire
current sheet (<1 s) with the largest rotation of themagnetic ﬁeld. TheMVA coordinates estimated at the four
MMS spacecraft locations were similar. Furthermore, within the estimated uncertainties, the normal direc-
tion from the multipoint MST method was the same as fromMVA. The MST method also allowed to estimate
the time shifts between the structures seen by the MMS spacecraft over the whole period of interest (∼8 s,
Figures 2 and 7), and it was found that the time shifts remained roughly the same. This implied that, possibly,
the LMN system was valid for a longer time interval, not only for the short time interval of MVA. Indeed, the
existence of the deHoﬀmann-Teller frame in which the convection electric ﬁeld vanishes indicated that there
exists a quasi-stationarymagnetic ﬁeld structure whichmoves toward the Earth (N direction, roughly−XGSE)
but also has signiﬁcant velocity components in−Y and+ZGSE directions (roughly+L direction, Figure 3). This
motion resulted in a complex trajectory across the whole structure along which both ±L directional recon-
nection outﬂows and the −N directional plasma inﬂow could be seen (Figure 12). The normal speeds of the
current sheet obtained from MST and deHoﬀmann-Teller analyses were approximately the same. We found
that the analysis of the reconnection event in the chosen LMN system is consistent. For example, the ﬁeld,
plasma and particle signatures of EDR crossing were observed when the relative values of the LMNmagnetic
ﬁeld components and the spatial proximity of LMN inﬂow and outﬂow velocities indicated that the spacecraft
were in the closest position to the current sheet and the X line. The LMN system is also not perfect. The back-
groundplasma and ﬁelds are inhomogeneous; there exists substructures (a ﬂux rope) and local compressions,
which can deform and move the whole reconnection structure leading to an irregular trajectory (Figure 12).
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The ﬂuid-scale signatures of magnetic reconnection were tested in the deHoﬀmann-Teller frame by invoking
theWalén test. The scatterplots between the Aﬂvén speed and ion/electron velocity components showed the
expected level of correlations, indicating that the deHoﬀmann-Teller frame iswell deﬁned for the time interval
of reconnection crossing. Since the changes of the sign of regression slopes were associated with the change
of the sign of BN the MMS spacecraft crossed both sides of the reconnection X line. Figure 12 shows that the
+L directional outﬂow was bordered by a RD, but the entire outﬂow was not crossed. In the −L direction the
MMS3 spacecraft observed electron perpendicular outﬂow only, and the downstream border of the outﬂow
was a nonlinear narrow kinetic structure. This is certainly indicating that kinetic structures were crossed along
the trajectory aswell, forwhich the ﬂuiddescription is not valid. Althoughwedonot consider the results of the
Walén test as an ultimate proof for reconnection, the test certainly demonstrates that over the time interval
of interest (Figure 4) Alfvénic correlations exist in the deHoﬀmann-Teller frame, which disappear when longer
time intervals are examined.
Similarly to previous studies (Phan, Paschmann, et al., 2007; Retinò et al., 2007; Yordanova et al., 2016),
we also found that the evidence for ongoing reconnection comes from the observations of the following:
(1) reconnection inﬂows and outﬂows with proper sign of BN, (2) out-of-plane tangential electric ﬁeld,
(3) Hall electric and magnetic ﬁelds, (4) particle acceleration, heating, and demagnetization, and (5) energy
dissipation/conversion.
Additionally, in our event, one spacecraft crossed both IDR and EDR. D shape ion VDFs were observed in
the reconnection outﬂow region where both ions and electrons were magnetized. In the IDR typical VDFs
of demagnetized ions were observed with mixing of diﬀerent ion populations energized also by the electric
ﬁeld. Within the EDR the parallel electric ﬁeld was associated with energy dissipation/conversion (J.E′ > 0),
electron agyrotropy, electron temperature anisotropy, and electron heating. All these observations represent
the kinetic signatures of an ongoing magnetic reconnection, which have been observed for the ﬁrst time in
the turbulent magnetosheath.
Finally, we mention that it is relatively easy to ﬁnd the current sheets in the turbulent magnetosheath. How-
ever, it is rather nontrivial to prove that the current system is actually associated with ongoing reconnection.
It might be always a challenge to ﬁnd a proper coordinate system or to identify the small amplitude Alfvénic
outﬂows at the vicinity of X lines, and treat the underlying structureswhich are not always in pressure balance.
It is also obvious that the ﬂuid description has its limitations, the Walén test might fail, and the boundaries
are kinetic nonlinear structures rather than MHD discontinuities. In this respect, the vast majority of the
reconnection events in a turbulent environment can be overlooked.
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